letter to our owners
An update on covid -19
Pacific Coast Property Network-Pacific Palms Real Estate- Tea Gardens Real Estate
LIFE ON THE COAST
IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING YOUR PROPERTY INVESTMENT

We would like to assure you of our continuing professional service and
support, every step of the way, as Australia, and the global community,
grapples with the devastating health and economic impacts of COVID-19,
on top of a difficult bushfire season through the summer months.
To that end, we are sharing a few insights and initiatives, we have recently
implemented to protect our staff and continue to deliver the best possible
results for you, our extremely valuable clients!

Supporting Your Property
While all Australians and businesses will be tested as we work through
the COVID-19 crisis, we are pleased to assure you that, as part of the
Private Property Group, we have both the depth of resources and reserves,
to see us through any protracted challenges and, as far as possible,
conduct business as usual. You are in safe hands.
We are continuing to communicate with all parties involved in the upkeep,
maintenance and cleaning of your property, if applicable, and everyone is
aware that despite challenging times, our team is upbeat and well-supported.
Right now, the most pressing issue for all of us is the current situation
and future outlook brought about by the COVID-19 outbreak.

PRIVATE PROPERTY
GROUP

C O V I D -19
HOW IT HAS IMPACTED ON OUR BUSINESS

Holiday Bookings - Challenging times
Following the summer bushfires we were pleased to see guests booking again in February 2020,
with good numbers of fresh bookings in March the month began at a strong pace.
After the World Health Organization (WHO) declaration of COVID-19 as a ‘Pandemic’, the Prime
Minister Scott Morrison addressed the nation on Thursday 12 March 2020. As a direct consequence
the rate of cancellations escalated and the pace of March bookings slowed significantly.
The situation was exacerbated with all three of the widely used bookings channels offering guests
“unilateral free cancellation” under their extenuating circumstances clause. While we have no control
over this, with strong levels of direct bookings, we are better protected when it comes to forward
bookings in the current market - our exposure to Airbnb for example is typically in the 15-25% range.
In the week since the Prime Minister’s address, further travel restrictions have been enacted, along
with bans on non-essential outdoor gatherings of 500 or more people, and indoor of 100 or more people.
This affects many wedding and event bookings in the area, and we anticipate bookings will continue
to slow down and cancellations will increase. We are, however, finding that new bookings are being
generated, as many people view the coast as a perfect escape destination.
Conditions are going to continue to be tough for the next few months, it would seem. However, we
do feel that we are positioned well to cope with things and to continue to take bookings well into the
future. Naturally, we are continuing to assess and adjust this evolving situation on a daily basis.
Cancellations - Protecting your interest
We have been managing cancellations since the bushfires first impacted our region in November 2019.
We want to ssure you our team has stayed firm in implementing our Cancellation Policy (where we have
control to do so) and we approach each issue with your your best interests at the forefront of our minds.
Our Cancellation Policy is structured to ensure you do not lose out. While we are encountering some
difficult exchanges with future guests, our team is well trained and well-equipped to manage any such
encounters. We are encouraging guests to accept a credit or defer their bookings to a future date.
In instances where government edicts affect forward bookings, such as international travellers unable to
travel due to closed borders, we are naturally offering more flexibility to guests, with a free date change.
While each request to cancel is assessed on the basis of the specific situation, we will always act in
your best interests while trying to be fair to guests who have booked your property in good faith.

Cleaning - new standards to assure safety
In accordance with the advice from health.gov.au. our cleaners have all been given new instructions
on our expectations and the need for them to be even more thorough with their cleaning practices and
hygiene protocols. They are all now working to a new, improved standard in line with updated Govt
Health guidelines. Again, we are staying abreast of all cleaning requirements to ensure your property
meet the updated guidelines and that guests are reassured and can confidently confirm their bookings.

INSURANCE
Landlord’s Insurance
We cannot stress how important it is to review and update your Landlord’s Insurance to ensure you
are covered for loss of rent as well as contents and property.
The key is understanding the distinction between Contents Insurance and Landlord’s Insurance.
Some owners have realised that they did not have adequate Landlord’s Insurance for loss of income
and subsequently suffered losses in money/rentals. The additional coverage you should obtain is
Public Liability (for any/all people that walk through your door) and resulting loss/damage.
.

Bushfires
As you would remember extreme heat conditions and buhsfires devastated New South Wales
from late November / early December 2019, through to February this year.
While the buildings were insured, the damage to property and the impact of lost revenue from
people not travelling to the coast represents a fairly significant loss of revenue for us now, and
also for you as our landlords.
Due to the vast coverage of the bushfires and travel fears, fresh bookings slowed during January
and December and we knew that we had to get ahead of the game, so we have worked tirelessly
on lots of different strategies around revising pricing and marketing in innovative ways.
These strategies worked pretty well, and we can report that during the January/February 2020
season bookings were fairly steady.
I am also pleased to report that our staff handled the pressure of increased calls, anxious guests,
relocations and cancellations with ease, and are prepared and trained to deal with situations
such as the unprecedented events of the recent bushfires and now the COVID-19 situation.
We remain confident in outlining to guests the importance of visiting rural communities at
the moment, and reassuring those guests in order to retain bookings and make new bookings,
wherever possible as our guests are key driver for our local economy and local businesses.
WE ARE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

IM PORTANT I NFORMAT ION REGA RDING YOUR INVE STMENTPROPERT Y

We can arrange for a landlord insurance expert to talk to you, free of charge, and give you any advice, so
please don’t hesitate to give us a call.

